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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes
1968- 1969

4-25-69 P. 36
questions of Vice President Smith and
President Heady, I would merely like to
say that I, for one, am perfectly
satisfied with the responses to those
questions. I think that the kind of
contingency that M
r. Van Dresser raises,
should that occur, can be handled ad hoc
through the device that Professor
Cottrell suggested.
Let me -- since the question was
asked
Vice President Smith as to what's
happening up at Santa Fe, I gather this is
somehow relevant to the motion before the
house. Let me -- let me emphasize that in
my questions I premised this on the
assumption that investigation would take
place. This, I said -- I said this
advisedly, not because I thought that the
members of the appointed investigating
committee would voluntarily decide to
reject the charge that they have -- it is
a little inaccurate -- there is a question
of what charge they had. But as some of
you may be aware of, through published
statements and other matters, there are
concerned faculty members and concerned
students at this University who are
exploring the possibilities at this stage
of seeking legal redress to prevent the
investigation from starting at all.
Now I emphasize that this is merely
exploratory at this point. Some funds are
being raised in this connection as an
entirely independent effort of what the
faculty, as a whole, might do. But those
of us who have been involved in that
enterprise are firmly convinced, based upon
our legal knowledge or lack of knowledge,
that there are very serious deficiencies
of a legal nature in the -- in the
c?rnmittee's charge. I won't spend the time
with them here. we have some memos that
have been prepared on this, but, basically,
there are four deficiencies: One of them is
that Article IV, Section 16 of the New M
exico
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Constitution, says that only appropriations
matters can be included in the
appropriations bill, and this matter
establishing this committee was included
in that kind of a bill and it was not in an
appropriation matter and, therefore, it is
probably void.
Article XII, Section 13 of the New
Mexico Constitution sets a constitutional
separation of powers entrusting the government of the University to the respect
boards of regents. There's a serious
question whether the Legislature has any
competence at all to deal with this
matter, other than to acquaint 'itself
about appropriations.
There is the further authority of
Watkin's case, a 1957 U.S. Supreme Court
decision, which suggests that every
legislative committee, and legislative
committees can be very sanitary -- but
that every legislative committee must
have clearly spelled out in its
authorizing resolution a legislative
purpose, and here we have a bill in which
the only statement in it that could be
remotely claimed to be of one setting
objectives, the legislative purpose, was
vetoed by Governor Cargo.
.
The fourth point among many others
is that as a companion case, the Watkin' s,
the same thing, 1957, the supreme court
decided in the Sweezy versus New Hampshire
that there might be a constitutional right
~o academic freedom which keeps what happens
in
the classroom inviolate from legislative
scrutiny.
Now what I am saying is that efforts
are under way to consider the feasibility of
Procuring from the federal courts an injunction
against this committee. This is not official
action of the faculty, but I think the faculty
ought to be aware that this is going on.
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People are being asked to contribute sums
of mone y.
I might say -- and I hope that this
doesn't discourage many of you to give mone y
to this -- that we have over a thousand
do llars already acquired for this venture,
and that we also have precedent from other
district courts in the federal judiciary,
where in some states legislative investigating
committees that were ovel(:stepping their
bounds have been enjoined.
Now we still haven't made up our minds
as to what we are going to do about it. The
only thing I am suggesting is that we are
carefully examining the matter. We will be
consulting wi th counsel, and our feeling
that firmly, but politely, we may tell the
Legislature to obey the law because there
won 't be an investigation whatsoever and
there will be all kinds of legal fees that
the University has just promised to
reimburse us for, that i t won't have to.
(Applause .)
HEADY
statement.

Just a comment on that

SMITH Yes, sir, this is .
I
~hink it is wortr(y;hile to note that t he re
is altogether probably going to be a speci al
session of the Legislature on the Medicaid
Problem . If there is, then I haven't any
doubt but what the Legislature could write
a separate bill, put in an appropriation
Which would not be defective. It leads one
~o Wonder whether may be the one we have
isn't a better one to work under.
HEADY

Professor Stuart.

STUART I think I am going to be
speaking in favor of the motion on the
floor . At least in the sense of i t .
HEADY

We did have a motion on the
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floor.
It's the one that Mr. riArge
presented.
STUART I think that it is
necessary that, despite what the
administration chooses to do, and I
think a number of us are happy at how
far they are willing to go -nonetheless I think we have precedent
for our being an autonomous faculty,
that we ought to have our
recommendation go along with theirs to
the board of regents and so that if the
board of regents chooses to turn one down
they will in fact be turning the other
down, too.
It seems to me that in the last
few days since our last meeting, or the
last -- first half of this meeting, that
a number of things have happened. One is
that none of the administration or other
faculty members have cared to speak with
such optimism about what the legislative
committee is going to be all about.
I recall at that time we were not
assured, but certainly heartened by the
fact, that at least one legislator not
on that committee, by the way, said that
he would not see any need to meet with
anyone but possibly regents and
administration. Now, however, in the
last couple of days we get a notice in
the newspaper. Again I use that
deliberately. Possibly the hearing
could only be -- take place in the fall,
because the students and faculty
wouldn't be here for subpoenas and so on.
I think that what we have here is an
issue that, as the days go on, gets more
and more dangerous .
It seems to me in
addition that last time Professor Norman
raised a very critical point about a -about materials being subpoenaed despite
the fact that possibly individuals would
not be subpoenaed and that these materials
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might prove the basis for some form of
penalty or some form of diatribe on
character of one of our colleagues.
It seems to me, then, that for a
number of reasons we must go on record
here of recommending to the board of
regents our insistance that -- I would
put it this way -- that there is a matter
here of academic freedom.
I think this
is implied in the resolution and that
where these issues are germane, that the
University take them up and be willing to
support the legal expenses .
For all of these reasons that
there is a serious case, it looks like
this is not going to be a committee
then that comes here as some of the
apologists for i t suggested, to be
educated, and I doubt the basic
education ability of the Legislature
but it seems to me that for all of these
reasons we must go on record as a separate
faculty for the kinds of expenses here and
join them with the administration in
recommending to the regents to support
these kinds of fundings and in that sense
then I am certainly for the motion at hand.
HEADY

Mr . Frumkin .

PROFESSOR FRUMKIN I think this is
relevant to the motion before the house, and
to What we have been talking about . Well,
let me put it this way: What I want to do,
essentially, is to bring to the attention of
the faculty, students, anyone who are here,
Who may not know of this document that I want
to read from:
It's a document that has been
c~rculating on campus and perhaps it has been
?1 rculating elsewhere . I want to read i t to
indicate my feeling that the witch hunt is on:
"In
spirit of fair play and
we wish" -- and I don't know who
"we" is, but perhaps someone here can explain

0 Ptimism,
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supply that information -Cl/

"In
spirit of fair play and
optimism, we wish to present this open
letter to the State Legislature and
community in general. We love our state
and this University and wish to see the
wounds healed and irritation removed."
Those two words are underlined.
"We, therefore, present to the
impartial and elected representatives of
the people of New Mexico the following list
of faculty members of the University of
New Mexico for their attention and further
action as they see fit. We strongly
suggest that the power ve sted in these below
named persons, the power of influence over
the minds of the potential leaders of the
state and nation, warrants the attention
and, if necessary, the guidance of
investigation and required correction.
"It may well be that the campus
statements and private conversations of the
below mentioned teach ers are merely the
results of a lack of practical political
experience, bad advice, or poor judgment.
2!l.. ~ other ~ , the problem may be more
serious. We deplore the use of such words
as 'witch hunt' or 'purge' and do not mean
to imply that all the below named are
guilty. However, we call upon our guardians,
our elected representatives, to exercise
their authority and do their duty to the
s~ate. We call upon all vested authority to
give a long, hard look at the below listed
people. Help them, help us, and help
~ourselves by bathing t:hem in the bright,
Just , and revealing light of investigation."
There are then listed thirty-eight
na~es, all of professorial rank. Then
omitted from this particular copy of this
document is the little slogan at the end,
"The price of security is eternal vigilance . "
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I don't feel I have to read the names.
There are plenty of copies available here.
I read this, as I said before, to
bring it to the attention of those present
and to indicate that perhaps we are looking
at this forthcoming investigation -- shall I
read the names? The last names?
Merkx, Meyer, Stuart, Thorson,
Tomasson, Frank, Tuttle, Sanborn, Rodefer,
Roebuck, Rhoads, Ayala, Anderson, Creeley,
Cohen, Bock, Dickey, D~rge, Davis, Frumkin,
Grande, Green, Griego, Guinn, Blum,
Gonzales, Schmidt, Sebring, Szasz, Spolsky,
Spolsky, Enid Howarth, John Howarth,
Despopoulous, Kern, Lazorik, Koenig, Brisk .
I would suggest that, including this
-- that we are perhaps viewing this
investigation forthcoming in a too-limited
light. My suspicion is that this will see
light in the public press, and to repeat
again, would seem to me from this indication,
from others that I have heard, that the
"witch hunt", not in quotes is on .
HEADY I might, if Imai comment,
Mr. Frumkin, I could add from communications
that have come to me in the last three weeks,
a considerable number of other samples of
Petitions, letters, some signed and some
unsigned, as this is unsigned and in some cases
naming names and in some casesnot, a good
many of them naming me specifically, and I
would have good reason, I think, to justify
a "witch hunt" as far as I am concerned.
Yet People are interested in some of these
and there is a collection of them and they
are available .
Professor Walker, I believe, is next.
PROFESSOR WALKER Thank you. I want
to speak to the point of the injunction,
the Possible injunction. Considerable legal
research has been done on this point. There
are approximately fifteen lawyers at the law
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school. I am happy to report to you that
there are fewer than fifteen different
positions . Not many different, but some.
My opinion is that we can obtain
the injunction, or at least there's a very
good possibility of it. Then comes the
tactical question of whether we seriously
should consider obtaining the injunction.
We don't want to anger the Legislature.
I agree with that . However, it seems to
me they have forced us into a position in
which we probably can't avoid angering
them to some extent. I don't think they
are going to be necessarily angry at our
going through the legal processes of
seeking an injunction, to have a judge
tell them that their statute is
unconstitutionally constructed. I don't
think they are going to be any less angry
at us for doing that than they will be
when question after question after
question is responded to with "I can't
answer that. "
Another point is that I come out
very differently on the analysis of the
points that Doctor Smith brought up. That
is, that they can run back to Santa Fe and
correct this technical defect. It's not a
technical defect. The point is that there's
constitutional authority for the proposition
that an investigating committee must have
specified for it by the Legislature a very
narrow specific purpose for its investigation
-- or let me say a specific purpose. It
doesn't necessarily have to be narrow.
One of the reasons for that is that
persons who appear before one of these
conunittees have a right not to answer
questions irrelevant to the purpose of their
investigation. we are at an enormous
advantage if we know what the purpose is,
and this is the minor technical defect that
they can ruP back to Santa Fe and correct.
I don't mean to be attributing that
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phrase to you. It is one that I have
heard other people use. But I do come
out differently on the analyses of
that point than you do.
I think we will be much better
off, even if they do conduct the
inquiry, if they go back to Santa Fe
and correct their statute.
It is my understanding that the
administration of the University -- and
I don't mean this to say that I am at
polar opposites with them -- but I
disagree on this point. I do -- it is
my understanding that the administration
at the University, and their counsel,
pretty much have decided not to pursue
this point. I am not divulging a
confidential matter to you because I
made this very clear when I had this
conversation. I am not divulging a
confidential matter when I say that
two nights ago I spent about an hour and
a half with the University counsel. I
talked with them again on the telephone
the next afternoon for about half an
hour . At the end of the conversation of
an hour and a half I asked, "Well, under
any circumstances would you consider
bringing an injunction?"
Well, this man is one of the
finest lawyers in Albuquerque and I
simply had backed him too far into the
corner and he assured me that there are
conceivable circumstances under which he
would consider bringi~g an injunction.
The point was, though, that on all of
them that we had touched on he had said
"no" .
I believe that the University
counsel understands academic freedom in
a way that would make most of us here
today Unhappy. His point to me was,
"Well, you probably are better educated
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and perhaps even brighter than the
investigators. Can't you simply
explain to 11 them what you do in your
classroom?
I suggest -- well, let me say
to you this: That preparing to obtain
injunction in a matter which is so
unfamiliar to most attorneys as this
matter is not simple. It cannot be done
quickly. If, when the time comes, that
an injunction needs to be applied for, I
assume that is when the committee convenes
itself
and subpoenas the first person who
says II I refuse to go. 11 However, counsel we
have retained will have to answer this
point specifically: When the timeJ comes
for this, we need to be prepared. We need
to have pleadings. We need to have a
brief. All of this is very expensive and
all of it takes a great deal of work. If
the thing has to go all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court it will cost considerably in
excess of five thousand dollars.
It is my opinion that University
counsel probably will not be prepared to
bring this injunction at a time when I
think most of us will agree it needs to be
brought. Therefore, I urge you to support
the work of the Gmmi ttee for the J}e fense
of the University that is making preparation
so that in the event this becomes necessary
we will be able to bring an injunction.
(Applause. )
~
HEADY Professor Hoyt; Professor
D~rge has asked next.
I1ARGE Well, I have heard many
statements pro and con today. I have some
feelings of conflict about this.
When I was sitting there I thought
initially, "Why don't I withdraw this
resolution?" Then I started thinking about
the problem of non-subpoenaed individuals
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being taken to court, and this
worried me because I think we are in
a vague area and I have talked to
several faculty members who I think
could be taken to civil court without
being subpoenaed. I want to stress
first that-- this resolution is in no
way in conflict with what the
administration has said. In fact, in
the first part of the resolution we
are commending the administration for
their action. I think the important
poin-t:1 with regard to this resolution
are that we, as a faculty, take, on the
obligation of support in cases of
questions of academic freedom where the
individual's legal counsel agrees with
the course of action.
In these cases I am -- which the
administration does not support -- I am
asking that the faculty support such
cases financially.
Now let me reread the resolution
to you.
"We, the faculty of the University
of New Mexico, commend the administration
of this University for stating an intent
to pay for legal expenses that might be
incurred by faculty members, teaching
assistants, and students subpoenaed by
the joint legislative committee. However,
we believe that all reasonable legal
expenses that might be incurred by any
faculty members, teaching assistants,
or students on questions of academic
freedom, where the individual's legal
counsel agrees with the course of action
taken, should be paid for by the University
of New M
exico. If funds are not allocated
by the administration to cases subject to
the above provisions on academic freedom
and advice of legal counsel, we, the
faculty of the university of New Mexico,
Pledge to repay from our salaries all such
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legal expenses. The reasonableness"
-- now this refers to the reasonableness
of the fees earlier discussed -- "The
reasonableness of particular legal
expenses shall be determined by the
faculty of the Law School. "
Now I very strongly urge you to
support this. It is ~ a nonpolitical
position. It is not in conflict with the
administration's position. Yet it is a
vote of solidarity of the faculty.
HEADY May I ask, in viewof the
hour getting late, again, that we try to
keep the comments as pertinent as possible
to the motion that is before us.
Professor Hoyt is next, then
Professor Grande , and then Professor
Rhoads.
PROFESSOR HOYT I want to go back
for a moment to the subject that Professor
Walker was speaking on.
I do think it is pertinent to this
resolution because it relates to the kind of
legal expenses that ought to be -- that the
faculty ought to be willing to pay. But I
think we face a very serious situation. As
soon as individuals are subpoenaed before
this committee and are asked to talk about
their personal opinion over the subjects of
their research or what they are teaching in
a classroom, I think from what Professor
Kanowitz has said, Mr . Walker has said, that
there is probably very sound constitutional
basis for objecting to this kind of thing.
But if individuals have to object to it, as
individuals, and have to -- then they run
the risk of contempt and imprisonment and
expenses that some of which there may be a
question whether they are going to pay or we
all welcome the assurance of the University
~hat it will pay these expenses. But there
is a further problem, and that is that the
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risk that the individuals will be called
and victimized this way is what is causing
disquiet to this faculty. It is what is
the danger of dividing the faculty from
the administration?"' We are in a real
danger that this -- this is the atmosphere
of "witch hunt" where individuals are
being persecuted and this is what is
likely to decimate the University, because
some of our best young faculty members are
extremely mobile, and I-have ·been trying to
dissuade the ones in our one department,
telling them it is a perennial problem.
But they are already making lines of
communication and many of our best faculty,
particularly in the social sciences, maybe
in English, particularly scientific
departments -- we may lose over this and
the University may suffer very heavily. I
think the point is that the University, or
if a group of faculty or if the faculty as
a group, as a body, moves for injunctive
relief against this kind of thing, then
you don't have this confrontation between
the committee and individuals and the whole
atmosphere is much healthier. We avoid the
"witch hunt" atmosphere and I can't see the
point of following some kind of appeasement
strategy where we don't exercise all of our
legal rights in this regard.
True, this committee may be ruled
illegal at a special session. We may get a
committee with a better, defined mandate. If
this mandate says that they are to go into
the classrooms in English and decide what's
obscene and what's not obscene and what the
English Department is teaching, then I am
confident that also is unconstitutional.
.
But if this is pursued institutionally,
if we stand on these principles, if we stand
on the beaches, fight on the land -(applause) -- then the academic corcununity
Will stick together and we will have taken
a Position we will be proud of five years
from now, no matter what our appropriations
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are, and we will retain more of the
faculty than if we leave individuals to
be picked on. (Applause.)
HEADY It seems to me, and the
maker of the motion agrees with me, that
although your comments, Professor Hoyt,
may be pertinent to the subject of the
meeting, that they do not apply to the
substance of the motion that is now
before us. I think we should try to
confine the debate at this point, at
least, to the particulars of Mr .
D~rge's motion. M
r. Grande.
PROFESSOR GRANDE First to the
wording of the motion. I support the
motion and I think what has been said
by Mr. Walker and by Mr . Hoyt in
relation to the motion are very
pertinent oints and very importaht
for the Rety of whether or not we
should have the motions,and I have to
bring in one or two more incidents in
addition to those that have been brought
in. This list that has been circulated,
nobody knows -- at least nobody has
come forward and told who had circulated
it. It might be even -- it might be even
some sort of a terribly bad joke that
som
ebody has started out. We don't know.
But at least the list is in circulation
and will come in certain hands. I am
not scared because my name is on it. I
am on there because of the company with
which occurred. But it does indicate
that forces are starting the witch hunt
that may divide the community academically,
as Ed Hoyt was afraid of, and we should be
very careful · on this point and I think
that added security, that adoption of
Professor D~ge 's motion would give
beyond the assurances that we already
have from the administration, would be of
importance and I would certainly hope that
these activities would be closely coordinated
With the activities of the ommittee for
efense of the University.
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I would also like to call to your
attention one paragraph in -- where it is
clear that members of the ommittee have
already, or at least one member has
already been on campus, has already
contacted intimately members of the faculty
and students, and it is public if we are
to believe the below, it seems -- sometimes
one might have some doubts, but if one does
it has been recommended to a member of the
committee that they should try to infiltrate
the University by having set up
investigating committees inside each
university with one member of the legislative
committee as a member also of the local
campus committee. If they are -- if they
carry the recommendation to M
r. Daniels, as
recommended in the below today is correct,
I think it is very severe -- severe for the
academic community to watch the further
developments there. This could be very
dangerous and go into great detail in the
witch hunt and expenses for legal defenses,
et cetera, for all possible fallouts of this
kind of activity on campus could be very
terrible.
I urge that one should adopt the
motion before the house and one should
strongly support what Professor W
alker and
Professor Hoyt said about the necessity of
the academic community to be on the guard as
long as it can be a united one and not being
Picked up gradually, picked off one by one.
You never know when they come to you . Thank
you.
HEADY I have these names -- these
persons who have asked for recognition and
I Will call on them in this order: Rhoads,
Gisser, Travelstead, Thorson, Cottrell.
Professor Rhoads.
PROFESSOR RHOADS I also would to
support Professor D~rge's motion. It's
apparent to many of us that there is
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likely to be a variety of legal problems
arising which could not be properly
covered by the University administration,
and we are indeed generous -- I mean
gr_v:eful that -- we'll be generous too-~ the administration for its
generosity.
There are a variety of issues
which have generated themselves just in
recent days. For example, there is a
question of what are out legal rights
vis-a-vis - ~ tizens fnvestigating
Cbmmittee and what extent does the
University's ~mbrella extend to us in
that connection? There will also be
very likely, if this matter is permitted
to exist and because I believe very deeply
in this as particularly in what the
committee for the defense of the University
is doing, I hope it will not be permitted
to persist, but if it does we are likely
to have a lot of legal problems arising,
which are self-generating. It seems to me
that perhaps the administration is not,
itself, obligated to provide for those
legal expenses, but the University
c?mmunity is. And the sense of M
r.
DArge's motion, as I understand it, is to
take steps necessary that those
contingencies can be handled when they
arise.
I would support it, in this,
particularly.
I might also add that the ommittee
for the defense on the University feels that
this is -the proper way to do it, in the
event our funds shouldn't exceed the funds
we raise -- should exceed the amount
necessary to handle all legal expenses
related to the injunction proceedings,
should we proceed. Now those funds will
revert to a legal fund to handle matters of
this sort, so I would feel that Mr . DArge's
motion is to be enthusiastically supported.
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HEADY

Professor Gisser.

PROFESSOR GISSER I would like to
support Professor d rge's motion and let
me explain why I support the motion.
I think what is at stake today is
really the principle of academic freedom,
and this is the main reason I support it.
In fact, I think talk about -- too much
about technicalities and not enough about
academic freedom o the principles of
academic freedom.
Here it is Professor
Merkx and I think that my little views
are probably diametrically opposed to
his, and I think we disagree on many
issues. At the same time, I feel that I
should defend his freedom.
I will defend
his freedom to the limit.
I think this is
a moral obligation.
If I have an identity
whatever when it comes to academic freedom,
I am going to support Professor D~rge's
motion because this is the only flexible
way in which I can express my integrity.
(Applause.)
HEADY

Doctor Travelstead is

next.
TRAVELSTEAD I do not wish to
speak against the spirit of either the
motion or what's been said in support of
it. I would merely point out, however,
that the last part of the motion is, I
think,illegal, unworkable, and not feasible.
If this faculty wishes to support
financially ~ otherwise these efforts I am not
speaking in opposition to this.
I think the
faculty ought to look into doing this.
It
cannot, it seems to me, by a vote in this
faculty with only a part of the faculty
being here, and probably a fourth to a third,
to Pledge the faculty salaries. Now a fund
can be set up and contributions can be made
to it and people can act as they please, and
fulfill this wish.
I submit, though, the way
it stands now it probably would not be workable
)
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or legal. (Applause.)
HEADY Professor Thorson.
THORSON I would like to move
the previous question.
HEADY Is there a second?
(There were several seconds
made to the motion by the faculty .)
HEADY The previous question
has been moved and seconded.
Now maybe you are all familiar
with this procedure by now, but I
think I better go over it again. W
e
will vote on the previous question.
It requires a two-thirds vote. If it
passes we will then1 proceed immediately
to a vote on Mr. DArge's motion.
PROFESSOR W
ALKER Could I ask a
point of information, please? That in
order
HEADY Well, I get confused by
these points, so -- we will see.
WALKER I think Vice President
Travelstead's point was well made. It
seems to me something we need to consider.
Are we getting ourselves in a position
where we cannot correct it?
HEADY I suggest if you want
further debate you vote against the
motion that is before you. Those in favor
of the previous question please say "aye."
Opposed "no" . The motion is lost.
We will now continue debate on
the D)rge motion and I still have two
names on the list here . Professor Cottrell
is next and then Professor Drummond.
COTTRELL At the risk of sounding as
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an administration mouthpiece I wanted
to say essentially the same thing that
Chester Travelstead said a moment ago.
I am heartily in support of the sense of
the motion.
I think it is necessary that
we join together in a spirit of unity and
academic freedom, but -- and that we
defend the University every way that we can
here at this stage as the investigation
comes along.
But I believe that it's
highly inappropriate for about two hundred
of us pass any kind of a motion that would
appear to be binding on the finances of
our other four hundred faculty members.
So I would like to amend the motion in this
way: I think it should be divided -- the
first part of the motion should stand and
that the second part of the motion should
be amended to suggest a volunteer fund
and invite the contributions of the
faculty concerned in this area to
support of the cause that we have spoken
of.
HEADY I call your attention to the
fact that Mr. 4 rge is in deep conference
here and it's possible we may get some
replacement, so I think I will go on.
COTTRELL

I won't make it a

SMITH

He is talking to his lawyer.

HEADY

Professor Drummond.

DRUMMOND I have brought along a
couple of pages that I would like to read to
you because I -- at this late date I am a
little reluctant to read them all, but the
last time I asked for, and received recognition
to speak to this faculty, you will remember
I urged us to give a distinguished committee
an opportunity to decide what should be done
about an issue of importance to us all. As a
result of that action on my part I understand
many of you now regard me as a leading
conservative. Perhaps I amJ ; 'f by the term
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"conservative" is meant a preserver of
what is good.
May I attempt to think a few
moments with you about what is good at
UNMin the current situation and urge us
all to attempt to preserve that good.
We have a distinguished lay group
which is the legally constituted body to
oversee the operation of this University.
These distinguished citizens are appointed
by the governor and they are legally
charged with setting policy under which
this University operates. They, in turn,
select, and happily this last timeJwith
advice from the faculty, students, and
alumni, a president whomthey charge with
the daily administration of the University
under the policies which the regents
approve. That way of operating at the
University is good. It is worth
preserving.
It seems to me in the current
situation thnt the basic legal structure
under which UNM has made great progress is
now threatened.
ittedly, the current
~ituation is some~ luid and so little
information is available about what the
committee plans to do that we can still
hope that the investigation will provide
an opportunity to help a group of
legislators find out what a university is
all about.
However, the conditions under
which this committee was established
indicates to me little likelihood that a
reasonable inquiry will result. I hope,
therefore, that this faculty will, this
afternoon, direct our President to consult
again with the board of regents prior to
the next meeting of the Legislative
Investigative Committee concerning the
threat to the legal basis upon which this
University was developed. I hope we will
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ask him to tell the board of regents
that, unanimously, this faculty stands
firmly in defense of responsible acade mic
freedom.
It seems to me that we should
indicate that we think it is entirely
within the prerogatives of the Legislature
or groups therefrom to meet occasionally
with the board of regents to discuss the
operating policies of the University. We
think it is entirely proper for the
President of the University to ask his
administrative team, and perhaps some of
our faculty group, to be present at such a
confrontation.
However, beyond that level of
cooperation or compliance with the
appointed legislative committee, I
personally am unwilling to go.
(Applause. )
Just as I have been authorized to
dismiss any class which might be -hopefully will not be -- interrupted by
demonstrating students, I assume, and will
act unless otherwise advised by counsel,
as if I have the same authority to dismiss
any class interrupted by demonstrating
legislators.
(Applause.)
I, of course,
welcome to any of my classes any
administrative officer of this University
at any time, and also any member of the
board of regents.
If subpoenaed by the committee for
questioning I shall assume that I have been
captured by the enemy and, as directe~in
World War II, when proceeding to Guad\canal
I shall, if captured by the enemy, respond
to all questions unless otherwise advised
by competent legal counsel as follows:
My name is Harold D. Drummond.
I am
a Professor of Elementary Education. My
IBM registration number is FSO.
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If invited by the President to
attend a meeting with the board of
regents and the same committee, I shall
discuss the invitation with my department
chairman, indeed, and make a decision as
to whether i t will be possible for me to
accept the invitation. If I decide to
appear, as I expect at this time I would
decide to do, I would clearly indicate
in writing that I was attending a meeting
of the board of regents, not an
investigative hearing, and if that turned
out not to be true after the meeting got
under way, unless advised by legal counsel
to act otherwise, I would indicate that it
was no longer possible for me to stay and,
in as dignified a manner as possible,
would quietly excuse myself.
The time has come to indicate
clearly and bluntly that we will not be
intimidated. We will not permit the legal
base under which this institution operates
to be destroyed or damaged. We insist that
any investigation of any one employed by
this institution shall be made by, and only,
by legally constituted authorities: Namely,
the regents, the administrat , and the
faculty. We will continue to demand of
ourselves higher quality performance and we
would respectfully suggest to the legislators
of this state that they might investigate
their own performances during the past several
legislative sessions, even as we worked to
improve ours.
Therefore, I am going to, even within
this
motion,
indicate that unless1 some change
•
is made in this motion that Mr. Djrge placed
on the floor, that I a m going to vo te " no "
for it just as I demand and will, to the best
of my ability, attempt to preserve freedom
for others to act as they see fit.
I shall
demand freedom of personal action with
reference to how r spend my money. Regardless
of the majority will of this group, nobody
shall deduct a single penny from my salary
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without my personal authorization.
they do, I shall sue.
(Applause.)

If

I shall be glad to contribute to
a legal fund necessary to preserve freedom
on this campus, when, in my judgment, the
situation warrants it. But I shall do so
voluntarily.
I shall vote "no" on the
motion before us to preserve my freedom
to act, and I urge you to do the same.
Then I would like to see us make sure the
President understands how we feel.
Thank
you.
(Applause.)
HEADY I would like to recognize
'JI
Professor Di\rge.
D~RGE I would like to make an
amendment, which maybe Professor Drummond
will find palatable.
HEADY If you are not authorized
to be in the meeting, it is a closed
faculty meeting and please wait outside
until we have adjourned. I think only
those who are authorized are · now in here.
UARGE

I will read the revised

HEADY Wait. Let's wait until the
room has been cleared.
(THEREUPON, several students were
cleared from the doorway area of the Kiva.)
HEADY

You may proceed.

dARGE The revised resolution
reads as follows:
"We, the faculty of the University
of New Mexico, commend the administration
of this University for stating an intent to
pay for legal expenses that might be incurred
by faculty members, teaching assistants, and
students
by ··the joint legi slative
committee. We believe that all reasonable
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legal expenses that might be incurred
by any faculty ~ mber, teaching assistant,
or student n, ._ · of academic freedom
where the individual's legal counsel agrees
with the course of action taken, should be
paid for by the University of New M
exico.
If funds are not allocated by the
administration to cases subject to the
above ~ s on academic freedom ,c;:cn
advice of legal counsel, we, the faculty,
urge repayment by donations of all such
legal expenses.
COTTRELL I second.
HEADY You are offering this as
an amendment or substitute? The change
is at the end. I think you probably all
get the sense of it, so we don't have
to tell you exactly what language is
moved and what was replaced .
Is there a discussion now on the
amendment which will introduce this -do you want this as a substitute motion?
DARGE No, let's call it an
amendment.
HEADY He said an amendment.
AFACULTY MEMBER Mr. President,
I call for the question.
.
HEADY He says he wants to submit
it as an amendment to the original motion
wi~ the changed language at the end.
MaR..J)e the secretary can tell us exactly
what the change is.
again. DORRIE Professor dArge can do it
DARGE I can reread it.
. lei,.. i.f we
DRUMMOND It would be simp
only had to vote once.
~
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DARGE Okay.
HEADY All right, it has now been
submitted and I assume seconded by
somebody. Seconded by Professor Cottrell
as a substitute motion. Is ·there
discussion on the substitute motion?
Those in favor say "aye".
Opposed "no".
The motion is carried.
1:::.i:>,.:>..,1- , M
r. Secretary, we do
not have -~g,j;,~tfion the motion for which
this was a
?
DURRIE No, the substitute motion
is all.
)
r. D~rge's
HEADY All right. M
motion has been adopted. Professor
Thorson.
THORSON I was asked to introduce
a motion to al·low, or to invite in several
m
embers of UMAS. I make this motion . M
r.
Benavidez will speak on it. I do not know
their purpose. If it is seconded, Mr.
Benavidez will speak on this.
(There were several seconds by
members of the faculty. )
MR. BENAVIDEZ I would like to -they have been waiting two hours. It's
members of the United M
exican American
Students, and the Black Student Union, who
would like to address the faculty on a
matter of outright racial discrimination
on this campus, which has been taking place
at this campus for the last eighteen years
but has come to a head within the last month,
and which, after having been brought to the
administration, certain members of certain
minority groups were dismissed from the
Physical Plant because of their participation ,

Charges of
Racial Discrimination by
the United
MexicanAmerican
Students (UMAS)
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called for. All those in favor of the
motion please say "aye". Opposed "no".
The motion is carried. We will now
vote on Mr. Thorson's motion, and those
in favor please say "aye". Opposed
"no" . The motion is carried.
Mr. Benavidez, what I suggest is
you come and sit down here where there are
some chairs and have whoever you want to
come up here to speak.
I would like to introduce Mr.
Arturo Sandoval, and he thinks that in about
ten minutes he can make the presentation
that he would make to you. Mr. Sandoval .
MR. SANDOVAL As a representative of
UMAS, United Mexican American Students here
at the University, I would like to make the
following presentation:
To President Heady, faculty, the
regents, and the University community:
We, the United Mexican American
Students at the University of New Mexico,
after looking at employment practices at.
the Physical Plant, University of New
Mexico, have found cases which are of great
concern to us as the offical representatives
of the Mexican American community within the
University. we feel, after looking at
Present and past conditions at the Physical
Plant, that we are by necessity forced to
reach the following conclusions:
Number one, that Mr. Fifield,
D~rector of the Physical Plant, has blatantly
discriminated against Mexican American employees
of
the Physical Plant during the past eighteen
Years.
Number two, that the grievance
Procedure for employees of the Physical Plant
has
against those employees with
le gi·worked
t'imate grievances.
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Number three, that coercion and
intimidation have been used against employees,
especially those of M
exican American descent
attempting to better their working conditions.
Number four, that the present wage
scale at the Physical Plant is inadequate to
support those employees and non-professional
positions, and in most cases places the
employees below the poverty line set
nationally.
Because of the present conditions of
the Physical Plant, we are forced to make
the following demands:
Number one, that Mr. Fifield,
Director of the Physical Plant, be asked to
immediately resign and that the Physical Plant
be completely reorganized with due regard to
more Mexican American employees.
Number two, that a grievance committee
be immediately formed to replace the present
grievance system. This committee shall be
composed of faculty, minority group students,
representatives elected by the employees of
the respective departments, and representatives
of the administration.
Number three, that all employees
recently fired by the Physical Plant, all of
them being Mexican American, be immediately
rehired until such time as the new grievance
committee meets to hear their cases.
Number four, that a two-dollar per
hour minimum wage be immediately set for nonprofessional
personnel at UNM with a grievance
0
in~ mrnittee
pay. studying possible later increases
Number five, that a special committee
composed of faculty, minority group students,
representatives of the administration, and
representatives of non-professional employees
be formed to investigate all departments of the
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University with respect to employment
practices and conditions.
The above reasonable demands are
the result of careful investigation by
UMAS into the problems at the Physical
Plant and at the University as a whole.
Unless these demands are acted upon within
one week, we, the United M
exican American
Students and all concerned, will be forced
to find ouher channels for resolution of
these problems.
I have also in this presentation
an appendix that shows the difference that
has -- the different sections within the
Physical Plant. The total number of
employees, the total Spanish surnamed and
the percentage of Spanish surnamed in each
of these sections.
In the administrative and office
section they have a total of sixteen
employees with zero number of Spanish
surnamed employees for zero percent.
In machine maintenance they have
thirteen total employees, zero Spanish
surnamed for a percentage of zero.
In the heating plant they have
thirteen total employees, three Spanish
surnamed for twenty-three percent.
In the lock section they have
three total employees, one Spanish,
thirty-three percent.
The automotive has six employees,
two of which are Spanish surnamed, for
thirty-three percent.
Electrical and refrigeration is
twelve total employees, four of which are
Spanish surnamed, for thirty-three percent.
Plumbing has thirteen employees, six
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of which are Spanish surnamed for a
percentage of -- five of which are
Spanish surnamed for a percentage of
thirty-eight point four .
Paint and masonry has eighteen
total employees, seven of which are
Spanish surnamed, thirty-eight point
eight percent.
Carpentry has thirteen total
employees, six Spanish surnamed, for
forty-six percent.
Field construction has ten
employees, six of which are Spanish
surnamed, for sixty percent.
Ground5has thirty-seven total
employees, twenty-three of which are
Spanish surnamed for sixty-two
percent.
The D. H. Lawrence Ranch has
eighteen total employees, fifteen of
which are Spanish surnamed, for a total
of eighty-three point three percent.
Custodial section has seventyeight employees, sixty-five percent of
which are Spanish surnamed, for a total
of eighty-six percent. They have six
Part-time students, two of which are
Spanish surnamed for thirty-three
percent, fifteen part-time adult
employees, ten of which are Spanish
surnamed, for sixty-six percent.
I feel that most important and
most indicative, they have thirteen
supervisors, zero of which are Spanish
surnamed for zero percent.
This has been the case for
e~ghteen years, which is the length of
time that Mr. Fifield has been Director
of the Physical Plant. In eighteen years
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not been one Spanish surnamed supervisor
at the Physical Plant since M
r. Fifield
has been there. The total employees, then,
comes to two hundred and fifty-one total
employees, one hundred and thirty-seven
of which are Spanish surnamed for fiftyfive percent of all the total employees.
Now there are three assistant
supervisors with Spanish surnames. One
is in the grounds section where sixty-two
percent of the employees are Spanish
surnamed and two are in the custodial
section where eighty-six percent of the
employees are Spanish surnamed. W
e
wanted to present this to a meeting of
the faculty because we felt that on the
basis of our research into the problem
that it is an obvious case of
discrimination against M
exican American
employees, and. also against that very
tiny minority of blacks and against the
American Indians, also.
W
e feel that we have been
reasonable and that M
exican Americans
have waited eighteen years for something
to be done about this and the fact that
nothing has been done, I think we are
completely justified in asking that
something be done about this within one
week. That is the extent of our
Presentation. Thank you.
HEADY Thank you. I think it
might be appropriate for me to make one
comment. M
ention was made of conversations
W
ith me, and I think I ought to say that
wh~t they have been up to this point. I
t~ink I should say what those conversations
with me have been.
I have had two conversations: The
first about three weeks ago, I believe, with
M
r. Sandoval and M
r. Gomez at which time
they pointed out the fact that their
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information was that there were no
supervisors in the Physical Plant with
Spanish surnames and we also discussed
some problems concerning a particular
employee about an injury or health condition
which he thought was work-related.
The other conversation was a
conversation on the sidewalk earlier this
week, I believe, of about five minutes.
I have not seen this statement before. I
was not given an indication before today's
meeting that this was a matter which this
group desired to present to the faculty at
this time.
Now having said that I want to say
what I told representatives of UMAS earlier:
That evidence that seems to support a
pattern of discrimination is something that
I feel the administration certainly has an
obligation to investigate, and I propose to
do so. But as far as meeting the demands
within one week, I am not sure that that is
a reasonable request, in my opinion,
considering the seriousness of these charges
and the nature of the information that has
been presented to date by your group. I
will
you. be glad to pursue this actively with
Mr . Benavidez .
BENAVIDEZ One thing that would clear
up a lot of questions in here: I would be -it would be if you would relate to the faculty
what instances, what cases have happened
w
ithin the last month in the Physical Plant,
itself.
SANDOVAL There have been several
cases in the recent past within the month,
for example, where approximately ten employees
of the Physical Plant have been arbitrarily
fired when they come in at the end of the day
to Punch out. They have been told, "Don't
bother about corning back tomorrow," with no
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There is a grievance system that is set up
that has been explained to us by Mr. Yehle
that is a grievance system that works
inherently against these people with the
legitimate complaints because these people
that they complain against, or those conditions
that they complain against are perpetuated
by the very people that are on the grievance
-- in the grievance system. In other words,
it works against these employees with
legitimate grievances and we feel that the
faculty -- that the fact that these ten
employees, all of them Mexican American,
the fact that they have been summarily fired
and that they have no confidence at all in
the grievance system because in the past when
they have gone to the grievance system they
have been fired anyway, makes -- causes us
or forces us, Mr. President, to make these
demands.
HEADY Professor Rhoads.
RHO S Mr. Sandoval, I think you have
brought what I would consider exceedingly
serious charges. I believe you have
(There were calls for Mr. Rh s to
speak louder.)
SANDOVAL We also consider them very
serious, sir. Very definitely.
p~
RHO!ff>S What I am questioning, if this
faculty were to, in general, agree with me
and I think they would -- with what also
President Heady was saying, and if this
faculty were to in some way make it clear to
President Heady that we would be -- I
don't know how to say this -- that we would
~ant to know what has happened to this
investigation, would you be willing to back
off from this one-week demand, which seems to
me to be admittedly -- admittedly this has
gone on eighteen years and I can understand
Why you want it changed right now, but this
~
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is a large institution and this is the
sort of thing that it takes some time to
make a fair investigation. It's not the
sort of thing that can necessarily be
done in one week.
SANDOVAL W
e are talking, sirs,
when we make terms of one week, all these
demands, for example, we have been asking
-- are things that can be done. M
r.
Fifield can be asked to resign pending the
outcome of the investigation .
..PE: Yes, he can be asked to
RHO!tf}S
resign tomorrow, but that might not be a
fair judgment to make.
SANDOVAL All right. W
e are
definitely -- what we are looking for is
some action on the part of the
administration, some action on the part
of the faculty in regards to this matter
and in terms of that we are not saying
"Let's refer to committee for five
months", because five months from now
they will probably fire another fifty
or sixty Chicanos who have ten or twelve
kids to support, and that is, I think,
unfair and unjust, sir.
RHO.'Pat£"=s Sure. I think there is
no question. I would like to make a
motion that this faculty go on record as
asking the administration, in the
presence of President Heady, to
immediately instigate investigatory
action and report back within the limits
of what he feels he can report back on
an investigati , Jit the next faculty
meeting, if '&e', ·as to the status of
this situation.
(There were several seconds by
faculty members.)
HEADY Is there discussion on
this motion?
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ITH M
r. President, only to the
extent it sounds to me a little as though
the faculty constitution gives the faculty,
within its charter fromthe regents,
authority over the Physical Plant Department
and I amnot sure that is so. Has anybody
looked at that?
COTTRELL No, I want to raise that
same question.
HEADY M
r. Cottrell.
COTTRELL Though I personally am
in complete sympathy with the questions
brojght forward as presented by Professor
Rho~s, I think before we really pass this
motion that we probably ought to check the
constitutionality of this. The regents
have delegated to this body certain
responsibility of educational matters and
I am not sure, unless the secretary here
will read this, that we are really
constitutionally able to even to speak on
this as a group. As individuals we can
express concern and shock at the practice,
but I am not sure we can speak as a group,
constitutionally.
HEADY Mr. Travelstead and then
M
r. M
erkx.
TRAVELSTEAD I believe M
r. Merkx
already had his hand up. Were you
HEADY All right, M
r. M
erkx and
then Mr. Travelstead.
MERKX I see no reason why the
faculty cannot ask the President to
report to themin the matter which is of
concern to the faculty. The motion, as
I Understand it, asks the President to
report to us on this matter and I see no
reason why we can't ask him to do that.
HEADY I have no objection to being
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asked.
COTTRELL The only question here -oh, I amsorry.
HEADY Mr. Travelstead.
TRAVELSTEAD I was going to say in
essence the same thing, Mr. M
erkx, even
though ·it's not in the constitution I would
think that this faculty has the right always
to convey a matter of concern to the
administration, and I think this matter is
serious and should be looked into
immediately, and as a member of the
administration I would support this kind of
pleading from the faculty and that together
we look into it, and I am sure the President
has just said that.
SANDOVAL I think if you -- may I
be allowed to say something, Mr . President?
If according to what we have requested
demanded, I should say, we feel that we
should have -- we should be allowed to
participate in an equal manner in this
investigation. For example, we feel that
we should be with you, Mr. President, when
you are looking into the records and things
like that because, as you know, we made a
-- we requested this information £rom Mr .
Fifield at the Physical Plant and from M
r.
Yehle and they would not give it to us, Mr.
President.
HEADY Mr. Cottrell.
COTTRELL I have nothing.
HEADY Doctor Smith.
<,(..,
SMITH Since I spokeAlittle
abruptly a minute ago, I want to be
Understood clearly. I would happily Join in
urging the resolution on behalf of this
faculty to the effect that this faculty takes
this matter seriously and wants it looked into.
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de motion that
The only part of Mr. Rho51ils'
I took some exception to was an insistence
that the President report back to the
faculty at the next meeting. This sounds
like taking jurisdiction.
RHO~rS No, because that was said
within the limits that he felt he could,
and there may have been -- there may have
been private matters that he feels he
cannot divulge at this time and it would
be the request on his part to report back.
This is not a command on our part for him
to report back to us on the Physical Plant.
This is a request that he report back to
us on an urgent matter, as quickly as he
can. Is that what you are worried about?
SMITH Yes.
HEADY Mr. Benavidez.
~ B~NAVIDEZ There is one question.I
agree -~ the faculty should pass a
resolution. As to having it reported,
well, having President Heady report it in
the next faculty meeting, I would like to
know when the next faculty meeting is and
also I think that one of the most important
things being brought up is that these
employees be reinstated because they were
unjustly fired, and to keep them out of a
job for as long as -- from now to the next
faculty meeting would be very unjust. So
that I think that along with directing the
President to investigate the conditions at
the Physical Plant, that also the
President should be directed to inform or
-- or a request to Mr. Fifield that these
employees be immediately reinstated.
HEADY I would like to say that
this is the first time anyone has said to
me that anyone has been summarily or unfairly
dismissed. so I am not in a position to
say how soon I could respond to such a
request as that. And I want expressly for
everybody to get on record that I feel under
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no obligation to respond to a demand of
action of certain kinds within a one-week
period.
Mr. Hersh.
PROFESSOR HERSH Well, I wanted
to say that I, as a faculty member, feel
I owe a debt of thanks to UMAS for bringing
this to my attention. I think that as a
body the faculty and the administration
should feel at least ashamed that a
condition, if it is true, has persisted
for eighteen years without being noticed
or without disturbing us who h~ some
responsibility in this. If it is now
being recognized because of the efforts
of these students, I think that we really
should be grateful. I feel grateful.
On the point that Mr. Benavidez
just made, I would hope that any responsible
employer, including the University, if
charges were made that people have. been
summarily fired without just cause that
these charges would be investigated
immediately, and if they seem to be
warranted that corrective action should be
taken immediately. I would consider this
responsibility of any employer, the
University or not.
(There was a general calling for
the question by the faculty.)
floor. HEADY Professor Merkx wants the
MERKX I wish to offer an amendment
to the resolution as follows:
It is the sense of the faculty, which d:
Wishes to convey to the President, that if it
is indeed the case that these employees have
been summarily fired, that they be rehired
Pending
hearing.disposition of their cases with a
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HEADY This is an amendment to his
m
otion, an addition to the motion?
M
ERKX Yes.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY Is there discussion on this
amendment?
(Several faculty members were calling
for the question.)
HEADY Are you clear about the
amendment, M
r. Secretary?
DURRIE I think so.
HEADY We will vote on the amendment
by Professor M
erkx. Those in favor say
"aye". Opposed "no". The amendment is
carried.
Now is there further discussion on
the motion with the amendment as was made
by Professor Rh s?
AFACULTY MEMBER W
ould you inform
r. Benavidez as of the date of the next
M
faculty meeting?
DURRIE Normally it would be the
second Tuesday in May, whenever that is . I
haven't got a calendar here.
HEADY The second Tuesday in M
ay is
the thirteenth.
DURRIE The thirteenth.
HEADY Probably Tuesday the thirteenth.
Is there further discussion on the motion?
TRAVELSTEAD Could we have the motion
read with the amendment the way it is now?
HEADY Mr. Secretary.

'

-
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RHOIE®S But I am -- I am listening
but I cannot give it back.
DORRIE I may have to call on the
ste~9grapher, but as I understood Doctor
Rhoii!s' motion it was that the faculty asked
the administration to instigate immediately
investigatory action and report back at the
next faculty meeting, and then the amendment,
as I understand it, was that it was the sense
of the faculty -- it is the sense of the
faculty that if the persons mentioned have
been summarily fired that they be immediately
re-employed pending a disposition of their
cases . Is that approximately it?
MERKX Yes.
RHOADS Yes.
HEADY All right. Are you clear on
the motion as it is now before you?
Further discussion?
CHREIST President Heady, I would like
to ask a question here: Was M
r. Fifield
advised of the fact that this was to be
discussed?
HEADY As far as I amaware, no one
was advised who has any responsibility for
these problems.
CHREIST I see. Well, the question
~~<}~~f1+ike to ask Professor Kanowitz, is
ne~recel{,ing due process or does he have
an opportunity to receive due process in
this particular setting? W
e have been
discussing his fate. W
e are about to vote
on an investigation in the plant, and I
wondered if this gives him full justice?
SANDOVAL Oh, shit.
HEADY Mr. Thorson.
THORSON I would like to respond to
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Professor Chreist's comment. It seems to me
that we are not in any way convicting or hearing
the merits of this case, and in that case I
don't think we are violating due process at
all. Mr. Fifield has not been impugned by
this body. This body -- if we pass the
motion asking the President to -- I want to
get the words right -- to start an investigation,
to find out if these allegations are, indeed,
correct and I would assume -- I amnot sure -I am confident that he will be given due process
and informed of the charges against him when
charges are made. I don't think our
action could be -- could be read as being
an impugning of M
r. Fifield.
CHREIST M
r. President
HEADY Yes.
CHREIST I asked this question in
terms of the accusations that were presented
in the statement and I wondered what
relationship these will have in the minutes
of our meeting in terms of the motion which
has been set up. W
ill they be written into
the minutes of the meeting as a part of this
motion? If so, then I contend -HEADY I assume that this will
appear in the minutes as a statement made by
M
r. Sandoval on behalf of the group that was
admitted by the faculty.
CHREIST This is my question: W
ill
it prejudice the case if this is put in
the minutes?
(Several faculty members were
calling for the question.)
HEADY Are you ready for the
question? Those in favor please say "aye".
Opposed "no". The motion is carried.
HOYT M
r. President --

t -
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HEADY Is this on the question?
Professor Hoyt.
HOYT I would like to make a motion .
HEADY Does it relate to the matters
we have just been talking about?
HOYT No.
HEADY In that case I think those
who were invited in for this purpose should
now be asked to leave.
PROFESSOR WILDIN Since this body
has acted on it, I wonder if you would kindly
change your word "demand" now to "request"
because I don't think any member of this
body cares to have something demanded of it.
HEADY I have stated that I am not
going to treat it as a demand, even though
it has been made to me as a demand. We will
then proceed with the other business.
Thank you very much. (Applause. )
SMITH I want to point to this body
that it is possible to vote in favor of an
investigation. (Laughter.)
HEADY Professor Hoyt.
HOYT I would like to offer the
following motion which relates to our previous
discussion. It is the sense of the faculty
that the University should be prepared to move
for injunctive relief against any indicated
intention of the investigating conunittee to
question faculty members about the subject
matter of their classroom instruction or their
W
riting or research or about their personal
~hilosophies or opinions, and that it should
instruct its attorneys in consultation with
the legal representatives of the £omrnittee
for the )efense of the University to prepare
such action.

Legislative
Investigation
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motion.

AFACULTY M
EM
BER I second the

HEADY Is there a discussion
on this motion? Professor Alpert.
ALPERT This topic has come up
already and I actually am in agr~nt
with the motion. I E)iVe a less !'.t"/\ high
opinion, I think,~ most of our
legislators. I think if we present
them with an injunctio~~ has
gone through the courts they wouldn't
understand it. I don't think they
understand law and I don 't see what
good it would do.
HOYT They don 't have to
understand it.
ALPERT I just wanted to make
that statement. They might not
understand it.
AFACULTY MEMBER I move we
adjourn.
HEADY Is there a second?
AFACULTY MEMBER Second.
HEADY It's been moved and
seconded that we adjourn . This is a
Priority motion to adjourn and it
has been seconded. It is not
debatable. A'~ajority vote passes .
AFACULTY MEMBER Point of
order. Point of order. I believe
When a motion io adjourn is made it
is reasonable to draw the house's
attention to the items that may come
up for consideration. Are there any
other items that may come up for
consideration?
HEADY There are not others

l •
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beyond the motion that is on the floor
that I am aware of, or which anyone has
asked the opportunity for>which anyone
has asked to present or to bring business
before this body.
MERKX Point of information.
Point of order. Division of the house
on this motion.
HEADY Those in favor of the
motion to adjourn please raise your hand.
Those opposed to the motion to adjourn.
I think it is clear the motion has lost.
TRAVELSTEAD M
r. Chairman .
HEADY Doctor Travelstead and
then Professor Kanowitz.
TRAVELSTEAD I would like to
speak against the motion for these
reasons. W
e understand already from
earlier discussions that this may very
well be a good technique that
preparation may very well be in order.
W
e might be prepared to do this and at
the appropriate time.
I think
that it would be a serious mistake for
this body at this time to go on record
and this will be publicized as in
essence starting toward an injunction,
and I think for reasons that we talked
about earlier this would be unwise.
I am suggesting that this not be official
action, but steps may be taken so it
could be opened up at the appropriate
time, Ed. I think it would be much
better.
HEADY M
r. Kanowitz.
KANOWITZ I think that this is
the appropriate time. If we can believe
What we read in the newspapers, the
coromittee has already done a tremendous
amount of damage. Professor Frumkin read
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a little while ago froma document which
is directly attributable to the work of
this committee. If we read yesterday's
newspaper we saw the statement of Senator
Smalley in which he indicated that he was
going to enlist the support of citizens'
investigating groups. Where I come from
we call those vigilante committees.
One of the members of the committee
who -- and denies that some of this is
probably the best of the lot -- Representative
Smalley indicated that the mission of the
committee is to find out whether we have
any filthy-minded professors at the University
and, if so, to get rid of them. I think that
from the discussion that developed earlier
at this meeting that when there were more
people here after the meeting than are
present right now, that there was a sense
that emanated from the members of this
faculty, a sense of outrage, a sense that
the Legislature has gone far enough. I
think up to now we have been pretty much
in a position of being told, "You are
about to raped but if you relax and be
quiet maybe it won't hurt very much, and
maybe they will go away without penetrating
too deeply". I suggest that rape by any
other name is still rape. The committee
embarked upon a disastrous course of
conduct and there are those of us at the
University who feel that rather than
subjecting individuals of this University
to the hardship that would ensue by
being called as individual witnesses, that
we ought to, as a body, as Professor Hoyt
said earlier, we ought to, as a body
together see if we can prevent the
investigation from occurring at all. Now
I would also like to underscore the
sense of Professor Hoyt's motion. He's
not saying that we bring an injunction
today or tomorrow or the next day. He's
merely saying that it be the official
Policy of the university to instruct its
attorneys to consult with, and cooperate
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with, attorneys engaged by the committee
for the defense of the University to look
into the matters so that we can work
together, so that if they agree that the
time has come that this kind of judiciary
relief should be sought, that we will
have their support and the total
University support as well.
I think that that's a very
m
oderate motion. It merely indicates
that there are many among us who feel
that an ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure, to coin a phrase, and
that we ought to simply make this known
to those who lead us in this matter and
there are, I would say, many that
heartily support Professor Hoyt's
motion.
HEADY Professor Green.
GREEN I would like to speak in
support of Professor Hoyt's motion. The
last time we met I was sort of treading
water on this question because the
Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure
felt time should be given for things to
work out. Now, unfortunately, the
Committee has been working late nights
and o~ case so we have not had a chance
to distuss this. I, therefore, amnot
speaking for the Committee, although I
was trying to get time to talk about
this because I have discussed the matter
with the University attorney, M
r. Sloan.
I would like to support the
motion because I believe this is something
that we must prepare for ourselves. I
would also like to urge you to support
the Committee for the ]Jefense of the
University because it will take your
support.
HEADY Mr. Stuart.
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STUART I would certainly like to
support the motion and I think by passing
this we might set forth a good precedent
in this case when we have so many poor
ones to look at. And this is it: That
something -- maybe this would set the
ground for something we have all tried
to work for in the last couple of weeks,
which is to get a united front on the
part of the University, the faculty
working with the administration. I
think it has been the consensus of both
the faculty and the administration that
we have a great deal to lose by a bad
investigation and I think it has also been
the sense of the information presented
here that this will be a bad investigation,
technically, and probably constitutionally,
too. For all these reasons let us please
set a good precedent today.
HEADY Mr. Wildin was next .
George PROFESSOR GEORGE My name is
HEADY Excuse me .
GEORGE But may I ask M
r. Hoyt to
insert in his list, the phrase "works of
art" as well as published works?
(Applause.)
HEADY Mr. Travelstead.
TRAVELSTEAD You have incorporated
that in your motion. In some of the
Points just made it seems;:t'f the motion
does say it will be the official position
of the University, Ed, that this is
Premature to tomorrow's meeting, tomorrow's
representation of students. The faculty,
the administration, the regents are going
to consider what are the next steps. If
~his body wishes to convey that sentiment,
it ought to be recommended to that group
that it be the official position of the
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University. I think this faculty cannot
at this time state an official position
of the University.
HEADY I would like to have you
read that motion because I think if this
is a motion to adopt the policy of the
University, I think it's got to be
pointed out that the regents are the
ones that will bring injunctive action,
if it is done on behalf of the
instutition.
HOYT All it does is express the
opinion of the faculty. I will read it
again. Urt is the sense of the faculty that
the University should be prepared to move
for injunctive relief against any indicated
intention of the investigating committee
to question faculty members about the
subject matter of their classroominstruction
or their writing, works of art, or research,
or about their personal philosophies or
opinions, and that it should instruct its
attorneys, in consultation with the legal
representatives of the committee for the
defense
action .Uof the University, to prepare such
I might just explain in answer to
Your question that it's still the sense of
the faculty that the University should
instruct them.
HEADY M
r. Smith and then M
r.
Cottrell. W
e will have the question after
no one else wants the floor.
SM
ITH I have to speak to this
motion because I think that it's defective
on legal grounds. I amnot learned in the
law, but I have spent a good part of the
last week with people who are.
I have read with great care an
0Pinion b
y the university attorneys in this
general area. I have read with care, and
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studied, an opinion by Jerry Walden at
the Law School. I have discussed the
whole business with Professor Weihofen and
with Dean Christopher and I think that
this is what I know about how injunctive
relief in a case like this works. I
don't believe that you can go to any
court anywhere, and there is -- there is
a beautiful three-federal-judge case out
of Wisconsin recently which bears
precisely on this point -- I don't think
that you could get a federal judge
anywhere to grant injunctive relief
against something which might happen. The
courts grant injunctive relief against
things which have happened.
In the W
isconsin case two students
asked the court to take a legislative
investigating committee, which had a very
clear charter, off their backs on the
grounds of violation of their constitutional
rights and the three-judge federal court said
the investigation hasn't violated your
constitutional rights, yet. It might, but it
hasn't. So when you ask that the University
be ready to get an injunction, if the
committee acts as though -- or if you have
words to this effect and then if the
conunittee moves to do something or other, I
don't think you can get it. I think when
you can ask for injunctive relief is after
after it has happened.
HOYT May I reply to that, Mr.
President?
HEADY Professor Cottrell asked for
the floor and then I will call on you,
Professor Hoyt.
COTTRELL I believe Professor Hoyt's
motion, the sense of it is much different
from the sense of what ~he academic freedom
and tenure committee was talking about
earlier this week with respect to the
administration. we have pretty well decided)
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I think, as a committee,that most of the
principles which he enumerates we must
stand hard and fast on. Now the question
that has been going through my mind,
individually all week, is do we wait until
this begins happening and then prepare our
legal objections to it? You know, even
though we know where we are going to draw
the line. Or do we unofficially -- I think
this is all you are saying here is we
begin to prepare so that if this does
happen, we are ready. We are not asking
for the injunctive relief, a priority?
Okay. Then I think this is the sense of
what our committee was working on earlier
in the week, and I believe that outside of
perhaps some publicity that some of the
public won't like, that we would be
dealing for a position of strength and
letting it be known where we are going to
draw the line in the end, and I would
support the motion on this.
HEADY Professor Hoyt.
Kanowitz.HOYT I yield to Professor
HF.ADY Can't he hold his hand up?
KANOWITZ Well, the reason Professor
Hoyt asked me to speak at this point was
because Vice President Smith raised a point
about law and it just happens that I have
in my possession the reported opinion of
LivePwright versus Joint Committee of General
Assembly of the State of Tennessee decided
January 11th, 1968. I won't read the whole
case but -- (applause) -- but at the beginning
of each case there is a paragraph which
describes what the case did, and let me read
that.
"Civil rights organization and officers
brought action
against Joint Committee of the
General Assembly
of Tennessee and certain
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legislators to enjoin that committee from
proceeding into an investigation of
alleged subversive activities of the
organization. The district court held that
resolution of General Assembly of Tennessee
providing for joint conunittee to investigate
'subversive' activities of civil rights
organization is void oy its face for
vagueness and overbrealh in that it has the
effect of violating First Amendment freedoms. Order enjoining defendants from
acting under joint house resolution."
I would tell you just that this
order was issued by the court prior to the
time anybody was subpoenaed. Now that
doesn't mean that anybody wants to seek
an injunction prior to the time anybody
is subpoenaed. I don't think that was
the sense of Professor Hoyt's motion.
That's a tactical question. That's a
matter for attorneys to decide. All
Professor Hoyt is moving is that we,
as a faculty, express our sense, our "Keep
hands off" and I think that if we voted
for that motion that sense would come
across very effectively.
(Several faculty members were
calling for the question.r ·
HEADY Ready for the question?
Those in favor of Professor Hoyt's
motion please say "aye". Opposed "no".
The motion is carried.
adjourn. AFACULTY MEMBER Move we
(There were several seconds.)
in order.HEADY The motion to adjourn is
(The faculty meeting was adjourned
at six twenty-seven p.m.)
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